The Cyprus Presidency
Presentation of the artistic decoration of the
Justus Lipsius Building created by the Cyprus
Presidency of the Council of the European Union.

Message in a logo
The logo of the Cyprus Presidency depicts a ship, painted in the blue
colour of the EU. While sailing it becomes a dove, a universal symbol
of peace and the emblem of the Republic of Cyprus. Its three sails
are coloured copper and green -inspired by the Cyprus flag and the
sun-bathed, dotted with olive trees and rich in copper land of Cyprusand light blue like the sea and the sky, which becomes a friendly and
hospitable shelter for the harmonious co-existence of peoples.
These images and notions, which have inspired the creation of the
logo and the visual identity of the Cyprus Presidency and convey its
messages in relation to the six-month term, are also apparent in the
overall decoration of the Justus Lipsius Building.
The artist
The artistic decoration of the Justus Lipsius Building is based on
a proposal made by the world acclaimed Cypriot designer Michael
Anastassiades. Positioned between fine art and design, his work
aims to provoke dialogue, participation and interaction. He creates
objects that are minimal, utilitarian and almost mundane yet full of
a vitality one might not expect.
Anastassiades’ work is featured in the permanent collections of
numerous institutions including the MOMA in New York, the Victoria
and Albert Museum in London and the MAK in Vienna. His pieces
feature prominently in landmark interiors around the world.
Michael Anastassiades launched his studio in 1994. Ten years later
he established his company, introducing his signature collection of
lighting, furniture, jewellery and tabletop objects. His philosophy is
to produce exceptionally designed objects of permanent value.
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View of Entrance Lobby

The Cyprus Presidency decorates
the Council building
Welcome to the Headquarters of the Council of the
EU in Brussels. Traditionally decorated by the country
holding the rotating presidency, the Justus Lipsius
Building has now, and until the 31st December 2012,
become an artistic, yet tangible statement of the
Cyprus Presidency.
Cyprus has a long maritime tradition. Surrounded by
the Mediterranean Sea, this island has always relied
on ships to connect it with the rest of the world. Part
of the cradle of the European culture and now a proud
member of the big European Union family, Cyprus
embarks on a new journey.
Like a ship, it sets sail for the heart of Europe. Its
compass is pointing in one direction only: the vision
for a Better Europe, more efficient and sustainable,
with a better performing and growth-based economy.
A Better Europe, closer to its citizens, its neighbours
and the world at large. A hospitable place, a place of
proximity and of shared values and principles.

The Atrium
The Atrium is decorated with an installation in a
form which suggests a ship in motion, a vehicle both
protected and protective, closely connected to the
elements: the sea, a wave, the reflection of the sky.
As it fits perfectly within the space, it breaks up
the vast volume of this covered courtyard, bringing
architecture to a human scale and providing a
sense of security.
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This lightweight structure is suspended in the
space. A series of white equally spaced strips gives
a sense of transparency and lightness to the volume
and acts as a screen that subtly shades the area
below. Ultimately, the ship becomes a vehicle of
optimism and hope for all European citizens.
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The Entrance Lobby
Every sea journey begins and ends by the shore.
Every traveller carries a shore inside, throughout
the journey; a familiar and safe place to turn to, a
place of contact with the earth. The Entrance Lobby
is turned into a segment of the beach. A sloping
platform offers different levels of informal seating,
thus making it possible to experience the space
from different levels. A place to sit, lie down or
walk on. A place for people to meet and rest.
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The Presidency Room
Hospitality – “filoxenia” in Greek – expressing not
just the need to honour and look after guests, but
also a generosity of spirit, is a notion that Cypriots
have nurtured since the ancient times. It now has
become the idea that is acting as a central message
of the Cyprus Presidency. Not only in the traditional
sense, but as a heartfelt welcome to innovation and
all types of commercial and intellectual growth.
Cyprus wants to be a hospitable, welcoming place
– a “filoxenos topos” – while it also has the vision
for Europe to become one. The Presidency Room
is transformed by a structure that is independent
of the space’s architectural design; a living room
within a room. Circular in shape, it resembles the
round houses of Khirokitia, a Neolithic settlement
near the southern coast of Cyprus, known as one
of the most important and best preserved prehistoric sites of the eastern Mediterranean and a
World Heritage Site. The translucent curtain wall
enclosure suggests a sense of gathering in a
place where people can engage into a relaxed,
yet mentally inviting conversation.
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1. Detail of the Atrium installation
2. Presidency Room
Tree in the Moonlight, 2012
Nilufar Gallery, Milan.
Hand crafted Cypriot arm chair, 2012
by Michael Anastassiades.
3. The Atrium installation
4. Side Table, 2012
by Michael Anastassiades
Courtesy of Omikron Gallery, Nicosia.
5. Architectural Strategy, 2011
by Socratis Socratous
6. Entrance Lobby
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Presidency Room

Atrium Installation

